did they pull out the 120v
cables? did they try
putting the camera in?
BLB-No camera, did not
have access to this area
at the time. No, 120 V
was not pulled due to not
having enough time.

where is this rigid conduit
connection located?
BLB- the rigid connector is
located in the EFSO
Room

Spare conduit full of water,
could not get 1 3/4" mandrel
through conduit, but was able
to pull a 1 1/4" knotted rag
through the conduit. Conduit
maybe be slightly smashed
into an oval shape. 4-11-16

Pulled mandrel
through conduit,
pulled through
easily. 4-11-16

Pulled mandrel
through conduit,
pulled through
easily. 4-11-16

Pulled mandrel thru
spare conduit, mule
tape installed
4-19-16

Pulled mandrel thru
spare conduit, mule
tape installed
4-15-16

Pulled mandrel
through conduit,
pulled through
easily. 4-11-16

JP- B8

JP-B9

JP-B7

Pulled mandrel thru
spare conduit up to
rigid conduit
connection where
mandrel was stuck,
mule tape installed
4-19-16

JP-B10

conduit might be useable
conduit not useable
conduit is usable

did they pull out the 120v
cables?
BLB - 120V was not pulled

spare conduit appears to
be broken about 75ft east
of JP-A10. Fish wire
comes out muddy and the
fish string that was
installed broke, mule tape
not installed
4-14-16

Pulled mandrel thru
spare conduit, mule
tape installed
4-20-16

JP-A10

Could not pull mandrel
thru spare conduit.
Mandrel got stuck at the
90 deg bend, was able to
pull a 1 1/4" knotted rag
thru conduit. mule tape
installed.
4-14-16

JP-A9

Mandrel pulled thru easily
and mule tape installed.
4-14-16

Could not pull mandrel
thru spare conduit.
Mandrel got stuck at the
90 deg bend, was able to
pull a 1 1/4" knotted rag
thru conduit. mule tape
installed.
4-14-16

Mandrel pulled thru easily
and mule tape installed.
4-14-16

JP-A8

what is the blockage
thought to be? how would
they recommend clearing it?
BLB - the blockage is
thought to be the 90 deg
elbow at JP-A9, the elbow
would need to be replaced
with a round elbow. From
what we could see, some of
the elbows appear to be
oval shaped due to bending
the elbow.

JP-A7

Fish string broke when pulled. fish wire stops
about 10 ft from junction box inside EFSO
room. mule tape not installed 4-14-16
Fished camera thru spare from EFSO Room
about 10 from box, there is a blockage in the
conduit, but the conduit doesn't appear to be
broken. 4-20-16
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Completed by Skye
C (4-4-16)

JP-B6

Work done by Skye C, still need to finalize
work about 1.5 hours (4-5-16)
Walked basement, no junction box, wires
would not pull out, assumption conduit is
smashed (4-20-16)

Completed by Skye
C (4-6-16)
Mule tape install in
the 120V conduit,
spare still need to
verified 120V
wires came out
clean 3-30-16

JP-B2

JP-B1

Completed by Skye
C (4-6-16)
Completed by Skye
C (4-5-16)

Mule tape install in
the 120V conduit,
spare still need to
verified 120V
wires came out
clean 3-30-16
Completed by Skye
C (4-4-16)

Completed by Skye
C (4-5-16)

JP-B3

JP-B5

JP-B4

Could not pull mandrel
thru spare, mandrel
maybe getting stuck in
elbow. Pulled 1 1/4"
knotted rag thru spare
and it pulled thru easily
(4-21-16)

did they check this with a
camera?
BLB - did not camera item 2.

No spares found in JP-A5. Could not pull
the wires out of conduit, will try again at a
later date. (4-13-16)
Wire pulled out easily, but due to not being
able to access the 2" portion of the conduit,
pulled 1" knotted thru conduit and it pulled
thru easily. (4-21-16)

Found junction box in basement.
1st - Pulled mandrel from pit to
junction box in basement,
mandrel pulled through easily
2nd - Tried to pull mandrel
through conduit from junction box
to EFSO room, the 1 3/4"
mandrel would not pull through,
so tried an 1 1/4" knotted ragged
and it pulled through easily. In
the basement. 4-12-16

JP-A6

what work happened here?
BLB-Added notes

JP-A1

JP-A2
JP-A3

Mandrel pulled
through spare
easily 4-12-16

Mandrel pulled
through spare
easily 4-12-16

Mandrel pulled
through spare
easily 4-12-16

Mandrel pulled
through spare
easily 4-13-16

Mandrel pulled
through spare
easily 4-13-16

JP-A4

No spares found in
JP-A5. Due to not
being able to
access the 2"
conduits in this pit,
the mandrel was not
pulled through the
conduit. Pulled a 1"
knotted rag through,
which pulled fairly
easily 4-13-16
did they pull out the 120v
cables? what conduit did
they pull a knotted rag
through then?
BLB - pulled 120V wire and
pulled rag thru that conduit.

JP-A5
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removed 120V between JPC7 and VP-C9 and installed
mule tape. Spare not
checked. 3-29-16

removed 120V between
VP-9 and JP-C6 and
installed mule tape. Spare
not checked 3-29-16

removed 120V between JPC7 and JP-C8 and installed
mule tape. Could not check
the spare due to JP-C8
constantly filling with water.
3-28-16

Pull 120V wires out
and pulled a rag
through conduit,
wires pulled out
clean 3-31-16

JP-C5

JP-C8

JP-C7

Opened spares, they had fish tape,
replaced with new mule tape and pulled
a rage thru the conduit. Everything
pulled out easily and assume conduit in
usable condition

JP-C6
120V wires removed last 10 ft of
wires came out black (coated in
did they check this with a
oil), tried to pull a rag through
camera?
conduit and the rag is now stuck
BLB - we didn't have access about 10ft into the pull, conduit not
to this gate that night
usable.
Spare is not passable and existing
pull string is stuck.
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what is the recommended
remedy?
BLB - to replace the conduit
outside and no
recommendation for the
inside.

Couldn't get fish wire thru spare, when feeding from the
EFSO room, the fish wire hits something that is along the
path (4-7-16) need about 2 hours
Tracked conduit in basement, no junction box. Fished
camera through conduit, 1st from the electrical pit, at
about 53ft the camera hits something in the conduit
(conduit full of water at this point) but camera passes
through. At about 95 ft, there is a blockage, appears to
be mud in the conduit, assume conduit is broken. next
fished camera from the EFSO, about 4ft there is
something in the conduit that would not allow the camera
to pass. object appeared to be square. (4-20-16).

Checked spare and
cleared with
mandrel, mule tape
installed 4-13-16

Checked spare and
cleared with mandrel,
mule tape installed
(4-7-16)

Mule tape install in
the 120V conduit,
spare still need to
verified

Completed by Skye C
(4-6-16)
JP-C4

JP-C1

JP-C2

JP-C3

Completed by Skye C
(4-6-16)

Checked spare and
cleared with mandrel,
mule tape installed
(4-7-16)
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